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MPG Ranch has become a powerhouse in ecological education and outreach. By leveraging 
digital platforms and in-person events, we reach audiences from local to international levels. 
This report highlights our ongoing success and recent advances in the fields of film-making 
and curriculum development (JL), non-lead education (MM), and hunter enhancement (CJ).



Film Outreach (JL)

On February 27, 2022, “Tracking Notes: The Secret World of Mountain Lions” premiered at 
the Big Sky Documentary Film Festival to a sold-out crowd. The film follows the natural 
world’s cycles over nine years, tracking the life of a most remarkable female and her 
offspring. But it is also the story of the land, the many other animals who inhabit the cougar's 
world, and how those connections weave together with beautiful and tragic consequences.

The documentary took almost three years to film and edit and covers nearly a decade of 
research. Film is a powerful visual medium to inform, inspire, and reach a broad audience. 
The public reaction to this work has been overwhelmingly positive; it won the Audience 
Award at the International Wildlife Film Festival in Missoula and will show in two other 
festivals this summer.  



Education Outreach (JL)

In partnership with Inspired Classroom, 
we now offer educators a wide range of 
research-based curricula that meet all state 
and national educational standards. 
Between 2017 and now, this work has 
reached over 25,000 students and 1,000 
educators. 

In January 2022, the Missoula Public 
Library installed an exhibit based on 
Raptor View Research Institute’s eagle 
work. It is a permanent exhibit and allows 
visitors to explore golden eagle migration. 
Erik Samsoe was instrumental in making 
this possible. The tool on Google Earth is 
available to the public worldwide. People 
have already interacted with the exhibit 
24,000 times.

Currently, we are working with Dean 
Pearson, Beau Larkin, and the Stamen 
team to help craft the MPG Matrix tool. It 
will enhance our current curricula 
offerings and the classroom experience for 
teachers and students alike.  

https://earth.google.com/web/@56.53180699,-136.494063,36.90622238a,3977878.5540438d,30y,0h,0t,0r/data=MikKJwolCiExMGY2MU4wUGpOcnktblN0WUFfSFhxQlRrSEc0QUVGa1MgAQ


Education Outreach (JL)

Since 2012, over 10,000 people from the local community 
have visited the ranch, contributing over 50,000 visitor 
hours to work projects, research, or personal learning. The 
public continues to visit MPG Ranch as we adapt outreach 
activities to Covid-safe opportunities. 

We continue to film the shifting world of the mountain lions, 
share traditional skills, and craft a series to explore the 
research of MPG. 

The Bitterroot Wildlife Internship enters its ninth season this 
year. With 12 new students and two new field staff, we look 
forward to another great summer of learning, mentorship, 
and comradery. Over a dozen staff members have 
participated in BWI.



Non-lead Outreach (MM)

MPG Ranch’s collaboration with Raptor 
View Research Institute has fueled one of the 
nation’s leading non-lead outreach 
campaigns. We’ve been featured on Montana 
Public Radio, mentioned by newspapers 
from Bend, Oregon, to Fairbanks, Alaska, 
and interviewed by podcast hosts (The Trail 
Less Traveled and Venery & Veritas). 

We continue to offer non-lead presentations and run booths at events, including for the 
Montana Master Hunter Program and the Earth Day celebration thrown by Salish Kootenai 
College. We also revived our rapidly growing email list: Montana’s Non-lead Newsletter.

Our high-profile research underpins the successful outreach. In late 2020, the Journal of 
Wildlife Management published our paper, “Widespread Lead Exposure in Golden Eagles 
Caught in Montana.” MPG Ranch’s filmmaker, Jordan Hoffmaster, then released her short 
film, “Leaded,” highlighting the problem of lead poisoning in Montana’s golden eagles. 
Meanwhile, local and national reporters covered the research, helping catapult the study to 
one of the top 15 most downloaded papers published in a Wildlife Society journal in 2020. 
The recent film, “Grounded,” drills deeper into our troubling findings.

https://www.traillesstraveled.net/listen
https://www.veneryandveritas.com/podcast/episode/4ca0b281/hunters-leading-in-lead-free-ammunition
https://mpgranch.us14.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=f2aa7b85364a6a6896a7d205a&id=7988dc7f1f
https://wildlife.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/jwmg.21980
https://vimeo.com/498208504
https://vimeo.com/682116843


Non-lead Outreach (MM)

Following the success of the Bitterroot 
Valley Winter Eagle Project, where 
landowners watched carcasses and 
scavengers with game cameras, Kate 
Stone and I recruited hunters to do the 
same. Over three hunting seasons, 
hunters spied 19 scavenger species, 
including mountain lions, eagles, and 
wolves (below). Although this research 
could be tied to lead poisoning in 
wildlife, we instead focused on how 
hunters contribute to scavenger ecology 
and benefit many species with food 
subsidies. 

The Journal of Wildlife Management 
recently published our research in a paper 
titled “The scavenger spyglass: how 
recruiting hunters to watch carrion boosts 
wildlife research.”

https://wildlife.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/jwmg.22255


Non-lead Outreach (MM)

On September 6, 2022, Riverfeet Press will release Wilted Wings, a book that blends hunting 
stories with MPG Ranch’s ongoing research, from our remediation of the sporting clay range 
to eagle work. Wilted Wings should ignite new outreach opportunities and media attention, 
amplifying the public’s awareness of lead poisoning. Several authors and prominent 
biologists have already contributed advanced praise.

"A heartfelt call to action, Wilted Wings makes the compelling case that our choices matter—
for humans, our winged fellow hunters, and many other wild species. Hunting lead-free is a 
win for us all.”

—Tovar Cerulli, author of The Mindful Carnivore: A Vegetarian's Hunt for Sustenance

https://www.riverfeetpress.com/product-page/wilted-wings


Outreach on Big-game Research (CJ)
MPG Ranch is a principal funder of the North Sapphire Elk Research Project- 2nd Phase 
(NSERP2). A Masters student is carrying out the work, and I serve on his graduate 
committee, helping with his evaluation of data and writing of research documents.
I’ve used results from harvested radiocollared bull elk during NSERP1 to discuss the issue of 
wounding loss with hunters. I’ve also covered the topic by authoring papers for FHFGear
Field Notes and being interviewed for the Venery and Veritas podcast. 
Hunting for shed elk antlers during late winter and early spring harasses elk during a 
nutritionally critical period of their life cycle. I used elk nutrition and body condition data 
from NSERP1 and NSERP2 to author articles encouraging antler hunters to postpone their 
searching. I also coordinated a free rifle prize with local and national hunting organizations 
that incentivized antler hunters to wait until May 15th to look for sheds. Over 200 people 
made the pledge.

https://fhfgear.com/blogs/field-notes
https://www.veneryandveritas.com/podcast/episode/76b3eaff/hunter-wounding-loss


Outreach on Big-game Research (CJ)

MPG Ranch is home to the Elktagon, a 1/3-acre parcel of forest where bull elk gather from 
May through early September to chase, spar and act out play and dominance behaviors. 
Remote cameras have collected over 3,000 video clips since 2018. I’ve quizzed numerous elk 
biologists and researchers and have not uncovered a similar location in the Rocky Mountain 
West. We’ve shared our observations with the Associated Press, FHFGear Field Notes, FWP 
Outdoor Report, University of Montana wildlife classes, and local service organizations.

https://fhfgear.com/blogs/field-notes/do-bull-elk-form-fight-clubs
https://missoulian.com/news/state-and-regional/elk-romp-at-secret-fight-club-locale/article_862b452b-2cde-5131-b4c4-39a75a0311b4.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVgZfX6aCzY&list=PL0wlcm9ZecPKAOo25g6N7R8kdfXVo-xlB&index=127


Hunting Program Outreach (CJ)

Our hunt program involves many local hunters, allowing us to strengthen relationships with 
community members. The ranch dedicates a portion of each hunting season for Montana 
Wounded Warriors and youth hunters. 
My experiences chaperoning elk hunters has motivated me to help hunters raise their 
standards in ethics and firearm proficiency to minimize wounding loss. 
To meet this goal, MPG Ranch helps sponsor the Montana Master Hunter Program, a project 
of One Montana. This program provides 60 hours of instruction for nearly 120 students in 
four Montana locations. It emphasizes firearm proficiency and how to promote better 
relationships between hunters and landowners. MPG Ranch ranch offers the shooting range 
and staff for instructing the non-lead and wildlife management classes. 

https://montanawoundedwarriors.org/
https://ravallirepublic.com/outdoors/first-elk-hunt-youth-s-enthusiasm-brings-new-joy-to-veteran-hunter/article_63d354c4-7765-11e5-99bf-a3f5afa29fec.html
https://www.onemontana.org/commonground


Hunting Program Outreach (CJ)

The success of the Montana Master Hunter Program inspired George Bettas, a Bitterroot 
Valley landowner and co-developer of the MMHP, and I to initiate a local two-day course: 
The Bitterroot Next Level Hunter Camp. MPG Ranch hosts this event. I instruct the wildlife 
management course and assist with the 8-hour rifle proficiency class. 

At MPG Ranch, we felt that creating more effective hunters within our staff was important 
too. As a result, I coordinated and assisted with staff firearms classes instructed by Jake 
Jourdonnais of JJ Outdoors. We designed three levels of classes and instructed over 12 
people last year. 

https://ravallirepublic.com/news/local/participants-of-new-hunter-enhancement-program-sing-its-praises/article_2daa6a6d-fdfa-58b3-9608-2943030a406a.html
https://jjoutdoorsmt.com/

